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Understand Why I Want To Do This

Love What I Do

Believe that my 
field is very flexible 

and lets me be 
creative

Feel that teaching 
expands my 
knowledge

Believe that the 
patient-physician 

bond is very unique

Believe I should do 
as much as I can of 

the things I love

Feel the most 
important thing is 
being happy with 
what I'm doing

Feel good that I'm 
always discovering 
new ideas through 

scholarly 
connections

Feel Motivated 
To Make A 

Difference For 
Others

Feel motivated to 
help others

Believe I should put 
others before 

myself all the time

Decide I want to 
work directly with 

people

Believe in bettering 
society

Feel pleased by the 
positive impact my 

work can make

Allow Myself To 
Be Influenced 

By Others

Feel motivated 
because I work with 

great mentors

Get inspired by the 
experience of 

someone close to 
me

Feel I should look 
because my 

partner's already 
looking

Feel that my family 
expects me to do 

this

Feel it's what 
everyone does

Decide I'll like the 
profession by 

watching family 
members in It

Learn What I 
Want To Do By 

Doing It

Feel great about 
opps I had as an 
undergraduate to 

learn about my field

Remember how fun 
it was to work in 
different areas of 

my field

Realize I want to be 
an academic after 
teaching for a year

Understand 
What I Do And 

Don't Like To Do

Remember my 
childhood loves

Believe I'll be 
fulfilled by doing 

this

Feel I love what I 
do so much I'd do it 

for free

Become more 
aware of what I've 

always been 
interested in

Realize what I don't 
want to do

Realize I'm not 
happy when I'm not 

involved

Realize what I'm 
not good at

Feel Frustrated 
Where I Am Now

Feel I want more 
freedom or 
flexibility

Feel frustrated at 
the competitiveness 

where I am now

Feel stressed at 
needing to find 
grant money to 

support my salary

Feel I don't want to 
repeat an unhealthy 

work experience

Feel bored by the 
lack of challenge in 

my current job

Think I need to get 
out of my sheltered 

town

Feel I Need To 
Broaden My 
Experience 

Think that I need 
specific skills to 

broaden my 
professional opps

Feel actual 
experience in my 

chosen field is 
really valuable

Feel I'll get a better 
job with an 
education

Decide a stronger 
research university 

would help my 
career development

Believe I'd broaden 
my experience by 

continuing my 
training elsewhere

Believe I should not 
be afraid to try new 

things

Feel This Is The 
Best Place For 
Me To Be Right 

Now

Feel that the safest 
place for me in this 
economy is to be in 

school

Feel more safe and 
secure with places 

I'm familiar with

Think I want to fit 
as much education 

as possible

Look For 
Balance

Think I need to 
view things 
holistically

Balance research 
and application

Balance education 
and experience

Feel The Need To Collaborate

Think that owning 
my ideas is more 
important at the 
beginning of a 

career

Decide I care more 
about circulating 

ideas than getting 
promotions

Feel excited about 
getting ideas out 

into general 
discussion

Think that people in 
my field lose focus 
when they go off on 

their own

Feel that 
collaborating is 

better than 
competing

Feel I want more 
collaboration 
opportunities

Feel excited about 
collaborating with 

researchers around 
the world

VOICES VOICES
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UB 2020 impact

reaching others

why UB?

VOICES

UB 2020 impact

accomplishments

online researcher 
network

mission, vision, 
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accomplishments
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research

VOICES
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accomplishments
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Explore Alternatives And Possibilities

Begin To Think About My First 
Career

Think that this is 
what I want to do

Decide to change 
my original career 

goals 

Look at where I can 
go with what I'm 

learning in school

Begin To Think 
About My Next 

Career

Begin to think about 
my next career

See what others 
are doing there and 

picture myself 
doing the same 

thing

Realize that I can 
make a career out 
of activities I love

Think about moving 
into my new career 
before I retire from 

my current job

Think that I can 
work many more 
years after I retire

Debate whether I 
can stay at my 
current job long 

enough to get my 
pension

Decide Whether 
My Possible 

Next Career Is 
Feasible 

Financially

Decide whether my 
possible next 

career is feasible 
financially

Begin To 
Research 

Specialities I 
May Be 

Interested In

Begin looking into 
research specialties 

interests

Look Into 
Alternatives And 

Possibilities

Think there's a gap 
in support or 

service that I can fill

Find out that 
competition for this 
service is already in 

the market

Find out my career 
interest is harder 
and less lucrative 

than it looks

Keep an interest in 
these opportunities 
for down the road

Feel Uncertain 
About What I 

Really Want To 
Do

Feel unsure about 
what I want to do

Question how long 
I'm willing to stay in 

school

Decide between 
getting my degree 

now or getting a job 
that will pay for my 

degree

Talk With People 
In The Industry 

About Their 
Work

Ask professionals 
in the industry how 

they got started

Talk to friends in 
the industry to see 
how much they like 

their work

Feel scared off by 
some information I 

get about the 
industry

Decide My Next 
Step

Decide I'm more 
satisfied with one 

discipline than 
another

Decide I don't want 
to go to grad school

Decide to go 
directly  from 

undergrad to grad 
school

Decide to defer 
moving because I 

don't have family or 
friends there

Decide to get a job 
and experience 

before getting my 
doctorate

Decide any entry-
level job in my field 
would be a good fit

Decide to actively 
consider a move 
from my current 

position
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program 
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news

research 
highlights

VOICES
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job options 
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program 
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news

VOICES

accomplishments

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

VOICES
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programs & 
degree info
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M3

P3
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new territories 
widget – check 
out these ideas 

you may not 
know existed 

(interdisciplinary 
or new frontiers)

link to career 
services/advising

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget: allow rate 
of response in 

bios to manage 
expectations



Prepare For The Next Phase Of My Life

Procrastinate 
Because I'm 
Intimidated

Procrastinate 
because I'm 
intimidated

Complete 
Prerequisites 
For The Next 

Phase

Feel hopeful I can 
complete my 

training in a timely 
fashion

Appreciate the 
convenience of 
online courses

Take necessary 
classes for my 

future role

Realize that training 
for my future role is 

harder than I 
thought

Complete special 
projects to get 

experience 
necessary for grad 

school

Study in one place 
as a stepping stone 

to another

Complete my 
graduate degree

Take remediation 
classes to prep for 

med school

Take the necessary 
standardized tests 

to apply

Make Myself A 
Stronger 

Candidate By 
Getting Hands-
On Experience

Build my resume by 
being active in and 

out of school

Look for health-
related volunteer 

opportunities

Look for ways to 
get research 
experience

Take a year off to 
work

Take a program 
that other people 

have run and adapt 
it

Work park-time in 
my field while I'm 

completing my 
degree

Get a summer job 
in my field

Intern in different 
areas of the field 
I'm interested in

Increase My 
Visibility By 

Getting 
Published

Increase my 
visibility by 

submitting to 
journals

Increase My 
Visibility By 

Attending And 
Presenting At 
Conferences

Learn about 
different 

universities' work at 
conferences

Apply to present at 
conferences

Get feedback on 
my work through 
my presentation 

submissions

Attend conferences 
to network and find 

opportunities

Get To Know 
Faculty 

Personally

Get to know faculty 
members 

personally to stand 
out

Keep in Touch With Colleagues 
And Potential Employers

Keep in touch with 
colleagues through 

collaborative 
projects

Keep in touch with 
potential employers

Find job 
opportunities 

through friends

Talk With My 
Mentors About 

My 
Opportunities

Brainstorm ideas 
with my professors

Talk with my 
mentors about 

possible 
opportunities

Feel Nervous 
About The 
Possible 

Letdown When I 
Start To Apply

Feel nervous about 
disappointment 
when I start to 
apply for jobs

Feel Good That 
My Alumni 

Connections 
Will Help Me

Feel good that my 
alumni connections 

will help me
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links to 
prerequisites & 

reqs.

links to internship 
opps

links to volunteer 
opps

you@UB 
internship 

matching widget

you@UB 
volunteer opp 

matching widget

UB'a culture of 
hands-on 

experience

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

research news
faculty 

conference 
schedule

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

research news
comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

links to individual 
fac. homepages

share a job opp 
widget

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

you@UB
job options 

widget

research news
you@UB

career matching 
widget

news subscribe 
widget

job collection 
publishing widget

connect with 
alumni widget

links to alumni 
communities

links to social 
networking 

groups

topic & academic 
online 

communities
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M1 M2

P1 P2 P3

M2

P1 P2
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M3

P2

M2
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VOICES



Explore My Fit 
In This Field

Relate well to the 
people in my field

Figure out what I 
can contribute to 

the field

Realize my field is 
small and I'll 

connect with people 
from other orgs 

regularly

Think I need to 
experience different 
areas in my field to 

know where I fit

Join 
Professional 

Organizations In 
This Field

Think that being 
part of  a 

professional org will 
make me more 

marketable

Intern in national 
professional orgs

Think It's hard to 
find my fit within 

large professional 
orgs

Feel good I can find 
org-related 

activities that will 
help my career

Make The Most 
Of School To 

Prepare For My 
Field

Realize that school 
is a requirement for 

the field

Believe that I 
should make the 

most of my 
education

Decide to take an 
active approach to 

learning

Ask myself how to 
put my education 
into experience

Enjoy learning 
more after 

changing my 
attitude and 
approach

Think it's hard to 
explain what we do 

in school

Prepare For The Next Phase Of My Life 
(continued)
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comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

topic & academic 
online 

communities

research news links to student 
orgs and opps

you@UB 
internship 

matching widget

you@UB 
volunteer opp 

matching widget

you@UB
program 

matching widget

links to study 
abroad

VOICES

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

links to student 
orgs and opps

P2 P2

P2

link to career 
services/advising



Look At All Of My Options
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Look At Costs

Decide finances 
aren't a factor in 
choosing an org

Look at tuition fees

Feel that cost is an 
indication of school 

standing

Feel that tuition 
numbers published 

by schools are 
misleading

links to costs & 
financial aid

value of UB

accomplishments

links to grants, 
scholarships, 
assistantships

strategic plan

M1 M2 M3

Create A List Of 
The Cities I 

Want To Live In

Think about the 
cities I'd like to live 

in

List opps in a 
specific geographic 

area

Consider orgs I 
looked at or applied 

to before

Think about 
applying to an org 

where I'll have 
friends and family 

close by

Decide that 
geography isn't 

important because I 
have no family or 

friends nearby

M1 M2

P1

external link to 
city comparison 

widget

links to Buffalo 
stuff

affordability of 
Buffalo

info about hands 
on volunteer 
opportunities

Explore Programs And Curricula

Look at different 
programs and 

curricula

Look for orgs that 
will give me hands-

on experience

Research orgs to 
make sure I'd be 
doing work I want 

to do

Look for orgs that I 
can believe in and 

support

Realize lots of orgs 
have what I'm 

looking for

Dislike that orgs 
sometimes focus 

more on 
administration than 

actual work

you@UB
job options 

widget

you@UB
career matching 

widget

you@UB
program 

matching widget

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

VOICES

news

research 
highlights

UB'a culture of 
hands-on 

experience

UB'a culture of 
collaboration

M1 P1 P2

plug in interests 
(educational, 

personal, etc) – 
will provide list of 

careers

educate 
undergrads 

about job/career 
opportunities 

available

links to tutoring 
and mentoring 

resources

link to CADS, 
EOP

Look At Information About 
Faculty, Staff, And Alumni

Look for orgs with 
people who do my 
type of research

Look up information 
about potential 

colleagues

Look for 
experienced 
professors

Look at what the 
org's alumni do

Look at the 
attending staff 

members

VOICES
(faculty, staff, 

alumni)

alumni success 
outcomes

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

news

research 
highlights

M1 M2 M3

P1

forward it to me 
widget

brand awareness 
– promote UB as 
being selective

Look Up 
Information 
About The 
Healthcare 

Environment

Look up information 
about facilities

Look up information 
about patient 

volume

Look up information 
about financials

Look at physician 
reimbursement 

rates

Look up information 
about patient 

population

Look up 
relationship 

between academic 
and community 

physicians

M3

hospital info, etc.

healthcare 
environment

affordability of 
healthcare

level of expertise 
in the community

Roswell Park

UBMD

Look Up Information About The 
Support Environment

Look up information 
about training

Look up information 
about IT 

infrastructure

Look up information 
about the learning 

and training 
environment

Look up information 
about classroom 

facilities

facilities & 
resources info

IT infrastructure 
info

education 
technology

libraries

UB'a culture of 
support

UB'a culture of 
environmental 
stewardship

UB great place to 
work culture

spousal 
accommodations 
via faculty affairs

connect with 
current students 

widget

student support 
info



Look At All Of My Options
(continued)
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Look For 
Schools That 

Take A Teaching 
Approach I Like

Look for schools 
that take a teaching 

approach I like

VOICES
(faculty, staff, 

alumni)

links to curricula 
approach

education 
technology

UB'a culture of 
teaching & 

learning

links to study 
abroad

UB'a culture of 
global citizenship

M2

P1

Look For An 
Organization 
That Places 
Manageable 

Demands on My 
Time

Look for an org that 
places manageable 

demands on my 
time

links to student 
life info

links to course 
catalog

links to tenure 
track info

links to faculty/
staff handbook

UB great place to 
work culture

M2

P3

Look For Organizations With 
Good Reputations

Look for orgs 
looking to expand

Look for orgs with 
good reputations

Look for orgs with 
highly ranked 

programs

accomplishments

UB 2020 impact

UB 2020 updates

growth plan

news

research 
highlights

UB great place to 
work culture

M1 M3 P1

Seek 
Preliminary 

Advice

Get advice from 
people I know

Avoid asking for 
help

Trust advisors with 
more experience 

than me

Talk to friends in my 
field

M1 M2 M3

P1 P3

Look For Organizations Where I'll 
Fit In

Look for orgs with 
good potential 

colleagues

Look for orgs with 
people like me

Look at orgs my 
friends are planning 

to go to

Realize I value 
diversity

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

topic & academic 
online 

communities

image galleries & 
virtual tours

VOICES

links to alumni 
communities

links to social 
networking 

groups

UB'a culture of 
global citizenship

UB great place to 
work culture

M1 M2 M3

links to athletics, 
social clubs

connect with 
current students 

widget

link to athletics

link to social/
student clubs

Look For Organizations That Will Support My Growth

Look for orgs that 
support my 

professional and 
personal growth

Look for orgs that 
will support my 

research

Believe that what I 
do in an org 

matters more than 
the org I choose

Look for orgs that 
will help me secure 

grants

UB'a culture of 
teaching & 

learning

UB'a culture of 
global citizenship

you@UB 
internship 

matching widget

you@UB 
volunteer opp 

matching widget

UB'a culture of 
continuous 

learning

VOICESresearch 
highlights

links to facilities 
& support 
overviews

links to 
sponsored 
programs

links to 
professional dev. 

opps

UB great place to 
work culture

M1 M3 P2

include 
collaborations 

that exist

collaboration 
opportunities in 

WNY (show 
support beyond 

what may be 
expected)



Narrow My Options To Places I'll Be Successful

Decide What I Want In The City/
Area I Live In

Decide how large of 
a city I want

Look for a city with 
the least expensive 

cost-of-living

Look for a city 
where I can afford 

to live in a safe 
neighborhood close 

to work

Look for a city that 
offers lots to do 
outside of work

Look for cities in 
which I'd be 

comfortable raising 
a family

Center my search 
on Buffalo and the 

East Coast

Think that Buffalo is 
less of a transition 
for me than Los 

Angeles

Decide To Stay 
Close To Family 

And Friends

Believe that family 
and friends are 
important to me

Decide I need 
support from having 

family nearby

Lean on my family 
to provide childcare

Feel grateful that 
friends and family 
give me downtime 

from work

Feel grateful that 
family allow me to 

focus on work

Think that extended 
family helps keep 

my own family 
functional

Decide To Stay 
Close To Home

Decide where 
home is for me

Decide how close I 
need to be to home

Decide to stay local 
because I'm rooted 

here

Think it will be 
tough for me to get 

a job in the area

Feel uncertain I 
could make a fresh 

start if I move

Consider What's 
Important To My 

Partner And 
Children

Decide that we both 
need jobs

Decide not to split 
up the family for 

work

Research my 
options based on 
my partner's opps

Feel confident my 
partner will be able 
to go wherever he/

she would like

Decide to put one 
career over the 

other

Consider how the 
change impacts my 

kids

Consider The 
Other 

Commitments 
I've Made

Consider the other 
commitments I've 

made

Feel I have more 
factors than most 
other people to 

consider

Rule Out 
Organizations 
That Aren't A 

Good Fit

Narrow my search 
to schools that fit 

my research 
interests

Reject schools with 
smaller number of 

researchers or 
inexperienced 
researchers

Rule out schools 
that are too 

stressful

Avoid smaller 
schools because I 
think that cliques 

develop more often 
in them

Choose 
Organizations 

That Are 
Realistic For Me 

To Get Into

Choose places 
based on my test 

scores

Choose places I 
think I can get into

detailed info on 
quality of life, city

info on 
neighborhoods

VOICES

 BFLO 
experience

community site 
integration (yelp)

maps & 
directions class profile
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Choose 
Organizations 

With The 
Number Of 
People And 

Options I Want

Look for schools 
that aren't too big 

or too small

Look for bigger 
schools with more 

people

Look for bigger 
schools with more 

options

class profile

about UB

programs

image galleries & 
virtual tours

Choose Organizations That Are 
Prestigious To Me

Recognize my need 
for prestige

Consider how my 
next move will 

impact the rest of 
my career

Consider potential 
orgs on the basis of 

rankings

Narrow search to 
well-known orgs

UB 2020 impact

UB 2020 updates

growth plan

accomplishments

news

research 
highlights

UB great place to 
work culture

M1 M2 M3

M1 M2 M3

P2

M1 M2 M3

P1 P2

M2 M3

M2 M3 M1 M2

M1 M2 M3

M1 M2

external link to 
city comparison 

widget

spousal 
accommodations 
via faculty affairs

info on school 
districts, 

community

VOICES

new admissions 
view book and 

website

learning from 
others' 

experiences

develop prestige 
among high 

school students 
– get away from 
notion that UB is 

realistic to get 
into

current student 
voices: 

prestigious 
awards, winner 

profiles of current 
students

VOICES



Look For Organizations That Will 
Offer Me Good Financials

Feel pressure to go 
to a private school

Decide which 
schools offer me 
the best value

Narrow My Options To Places I'll Be Successful 
(continued)
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Look At The Learning And 
Training Environment

Look for schools 
with wired 

classrooms

Look at the 
professional 

training program

Look for schools 
with good training 

facilities

Look for schools 
with good 

laboratories

Look for schools 
with necessary 
facilities and 

technical 
infrastructure

Look for schools 
that will give me 

hands-on 
experience

image galleries & 
virtual tours

facilities & 
resources info

IT infrastructure 
info

education 
technology

libraries

UB'a culture of 
support

UB'a culture of 
environmental 
stewardship

growth plan

Tour Different 
Places

maps & 
directions

image galleries & 
virtual tours

events calendarlinks to cost & 
financial aid

links to HR 
benefits info

links to grants, 
scholarships, 
assistantships

strategic plan

value of UB

UB great place to 
work culture

M1 M2 P1

Tour different 
places

address parents' 
concerns 

(admissions site)

link to campus 
safety info

book a visit 
widget



Apply And Interview

Plan How I'll 
Approach The 

Process

Look at the process

Compare costs 
between prep 

classes for tests

Feel unhurried by 
rolling admissions 

deadlines

Plot my timeline

Create a backup 
plan

Apply To The 
Organizations 

I'm Interested In

Search for 
openings 

Get reference 
letters from 
colleagues

Apply only to the 
orgs I'm interested 

in

Apply to orgs that 
match my 

background

Apply to orgs that 
offer my particular 

program

Feel Anxious 
That 

Prospective 
Organizations 
Won't Look At 
The Breadth Of 

My Work

Feel anxious that 
orgs won't look at 
the breadth of my 

work

Think that my 
degree will limit 

orgs' interest in me

Feel Excited 
And Confident 

About My 
Chances

Feel confident in 
my chances

Feel excited at the 
prospects

Get And Give 
Support During 

The Process

Feel I'm not alone 
because my friends 

are applying

Share what I 
learned about 

applying with my 
friends

Change My 
Mind Midstream 

About Some 
Organizations

Change my mind 
about some orgs 

I've started to apply 
to

Consider How 
My Application 

Experience 
Impacts My 

Impressions Of 
The 

Organization

Look at how 
interested the org is 

in me

Assess the 
admissions process 

from school to 
school

Track My 
Competition

Track how many 
people are also 

applying

See what my 
competition is like

Feel intimidated by 
the other applicants

Feel Stress And 
Frustration 
About The 
Process

Feel frustrated that 
schools don't have 
a selective filtering 

process

Feel stressed by 
the limited number 

of positions

Feel stressed by 
pressure people 

are putting on me

Feel annoyed at not 
knowing what's 
expected of me

Interview

Decide not to 
interview at places 

that aren't a good fit

Pass preliminary 
assessments

Research the place 
to prepare for my 

interview

Interview with 
people at 

conferences

Talk with other 
researchers to see 
how well I can work 

with them

Talk to other people 
who work in my 
prospective lab

Feel more 
comfortable 

interviewing with 
people I know

community 
connection 

widget

third-party 
connection 

widget

links to online 
appslinks to HR

links to 
admissions info

you@UB
job options 

widget

online 
prospective 

students portal

online 
prospective 

students portal

student interview 
scheduling 

widget [grad]

research 
highlights & 

accomplishments

class profile

facilities & 
resources info

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget
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M2 M3

P1

M2 M3

P1

M3 M2 M3

P1

M2

M1

M1 M2 M3

M1 M2 M3

M1 M2 M3

P1 P2

M2 M3

link to career 
services/advising

special interest 
"groups" w/in our 

communities 
(e.g. 1st gen 

college students)



Try To Get A Sense Of The Organization

Begin to get a 
sense of the place

Look at the types of 
people on campus

Meet with people 
informally or 

socially

See what I can 
learn about the 

"real" place

Feel Good 
About The 
Prospects 

Because Of My 
Early 

Experience

Feel good about my 
first meetings

Feel good about 
the people I meet

Feel good about 
the place based on 

my interviews

Get good 
impressions of 

Buffalo

Feel good about 
the positive 

interactions with my 
sponsor
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UB'a culture of 
hands-on 

experience

UB'a culture of 
collaboration

UB'a culture of 
teaching & 

learning

UB'a culture of 
global citizenship

UB'a culture of 
continuous 

learning

links to individual 
fac. homepages

links to social 
media sites

news

events calendar image galleries & 
virtual tours

VOICES

leadership info

topic & academic 
online 

communities

UB'a culture of 
support

mission & vision

UB'a culture of 
environmental 
stewardship

UB'a culture of 
commitment to 
the community

UB great place to 
work culture

Apply And Interview
(continued)

M1 M2 M3

M2 M3

connect with 
current students 

widget



Decide If UB Really Fits Me
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See If I'll Be 
Able To Work 

With The Right 
People

See if research 
faculty can take me 

on

See if I can re-
establish my team

Feel confident I'll 
find people I'll work 

well with

VOICES

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

collaboration 
match widget

online researcher 
network

M2 M3

Confirm I'll Have 
Potential 

Collaborators

Understand the 
value of good, 
collaborative 
relationships

See how my work 
relates to what 

others are doing

Ask my colleagues 
to identify possible 

collaborators

Find people to 
collaborate with

Consider the 
famous people I'll 
get to work with

VOICES

UB'a culture of 
collaboration

collaboration 
match widget

online researcher 
network

accomplishments

M2 M3

collab matching 
widget  for 

faculty  looking 
for collaboration 

opps. at UB

Decide If The 
Actual Role Is 
Right For Me

Clarify my 
understanding of 

expectations

Think I can learn a 
lot from people 

here

Decide whether the 
responsibilities of 
the position are 

realistic

Look forward to a 
mix of old and new 

responsibilities

Think I can fill a 
niche at UB with my 
research interests

Feel I can help to 
foster more 

collaboration

M2 M3

link to tenure 
track information

See If I'll Have The Necessary Resources For My Work

Feel comfortable 
with the patient 

volume

Think I'd have a 
better chance to 
find resources for 

my work in a 
smaller city

Feel concerned 
about resources for 
my work in Buffalo

Find that I have the 
resources I'll need 

for my research

Confirm I'll have the 
equipment I'll need 

for my research

Confirm I'll have 
facilities I'll need for 

my research

Confirm I'll have the 
necessary IT 

resources for my 
work

Confirm that UB 
has the proper IT 
infrastructure to 
support my work

what to expect/
day in the life

growth plan
you@UB 
internship 

matching widget

you@UB 
program 

matching widget

UB'a culture of 
support

UB'a culture of 
environmental 
stewardship

UB'a culture of 
collaboration

UB'a culture of 
teaching & 

learning

UB'a culture of 
hands-on 

experience

UB'a culture of 
supporting 
research

expectations for 
faculty roles/

responsibilities

procedures for  
promotion/tenure

image galleries & 
virtual tours

facilities & 
resources info

IT infrastructure 
info

education 
technology

M3

link to undergrad 
research opps

university 
investing in 

research funding

office of VP for 
research

Read The Institutional Vibe

Ensure people 
there are 

sufficiently devoted 
to my discipline

Feel good about 
the non-competitive 

environment

Decide whether UB 
is sufficiently 

ambitious and 
exciting

Feel good about 
the size and 

number of people 
at UB

Feel good about 
how UB treats its 

faculty

Think that UB offers 
me a balance 

between research 
and teaching

Think that UB's 
infrastructure is 

more than sufficient 
for my needs

topic & academic 
online 

communities

news

events calendar

strategic plan

links to student 
life info

links to course 
catalog

links to tenure 
track info

UB'a culture of 
teaching & 

learning

UB'a culture of 
global citizenship

UB'a culture of 
continuous 

learning

UB'a culture of 
hands-on 

experience

UB'a culture of 
collaboration

links to faculty/
staff handbook

image galleries & 
virtual tours

VOICES

leadership info

mission & vision

research 
highlights

accomplishments

UB'a culture of 
environmental 
stewardship

UB'a culture of 
commitment to 
the community

UB'a culture of 
support

support 
environment

IT infrastructure

UB great place to 
work culture

M1 M2 M3 P2

accepted 
students portal

interact with 
others before I 
get here widget

VOICES - 
leverage our 

success stories

highlight parts of 
the campus that 

are beautiful

link to honors 
college (or 

similar sites)

link to faculty 
services

accepted 
students 

facebook group



Feel Good 
About The 

Organization's 
Funding 
Policies

Feel encouraged to 
see how other 

researchers at UB 
have gotten funding

Feel attracted to 
UB's hard-money 

policies for funding 
research

Fear I'll have to 
spend all my time 
at different orgs 
writing grants

Avoid High 
Costs And Debt

Avoid taking out 
student loans 

before grad school

Avoid taking out 
more money than 

necessary in case I 
decide not to finish

Avoid getting into a 
lot of debt

Consider UB partly 
because my 

parents prefer state 
school tuition rates

Consider The Package I'm Offered

Consider whether 
the salary I'm 

offered is 
competitive

Consider the 
benefits package 

I'm offered

See whether UB 
will assist with 

relocation logistics

See whether UB 
will provide 
relocation 
expenses

See whether UB 
has collective 

bargaining

Talk With Others 
About This 

Specific 
Opportunity

Talk with my 
advisors and 

mentors

Talk with family and 
friends about this 

opp

Talk to people who 
are doing what I 

want to do

Talk with my 
partner about this 

opp

Feel good that 
people I trust feel 

this is a good move 
for me

Feel Good 
About My 
Sponsor's 

Authority And 
Influence

Feel good about my 
sponsor's funding

Feel good about my 
sponsor's position, 

resources, and 
equipment

Feel good about my 
sponsor's influence 

and resources

Feel good about my 
sponsor's strong 

publication record

Decide If UB Really Fits Me
(continued)
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individual 
research 

activities pages

links to 
sponsored 

program pages

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

topic & academic 
online 

communities

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

UB'a culture of 
collaboration

UB'a culture of 
supporting 
research

link to business 
dev. opps

links to cost & 
financial aid

links to HR 
benefits info

links to grants, 
scholarships, 
assistantships

strategic plan

value of UB

UB great place to 
work culture

UB great place to 
work culture

M1 M2 M3

P1

M3

M3

M1 M2

P1

moving fellows, 
labs, etc.

figures/numbers 
for grant 

overhead for 
prosp. faculty

link to career 
services/advising

link to technology 
transfer (STOR)

office of VP for 
research

link to tenure 
track information

link to faculty 
services

link to honors 
college (or 

similar sites)

accepted 
students portal



See if This City Will Work For Us

Feel stunned by 
offer for a different 
city than I applied 

to

Feel anxious about 
the uncertainty of 
moving to a new 

place

Read up on the city

Feel concerned 
about Buffalo's 
economic state

Look At The 
Cost of Living In 

Buffalo

Think that Buffalo 
will be more 

accessible in terms 
of housing

Learn how 
expensive it is to 

live there

Think that the cost 
of living in Buffalo 

will be lower

Decide to move to 
Buffalo without 

visiting

Decide If Buffalo Really Fits Me
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 BFLO 
experience

maps & 
directions

links to auth. & 
relevant Buffalo 

sites

info on 
neighborhoods

VOICES

UB's economic 
impact

the best things 
about Buffalo

Consider 
Buffalo's 

Geography and 
Weather

Dislike the cold

Like the snow

Like the idea of 
having four 

seasons

Feel good that 
Buffalo has the 
infrastructure to 

deal with weather 
efficiently

image galleries & 
virtual tour

VOICES

links to auth. & 
relevant Buffalo 

sites

the best things 
about Buffalo

Feel Good 
About The 

People I Meet in 
Buffalo

Feel good about 
the people I meet in 

the city

Feel that people in 
Buffalo care and 
are proud to be 

here

Feel good about 
Buffalo's ethnic 

diversity

online local 
communities

VOICES

links to auth. & 
relevant Buffalo 

sites

the best things 
about Buffalo

VOICES

links to auth. & 
relevant Buffalo 

sites

the best things 
about Buffalo

links to cost of 
living calc. & 
comparison

Consider Travel 
And 

Transportation in 
Buffalo

Decide on UB to 
avoid a long 

commute for either 
of us

Feel concerned 
about Buffalo's 

weak public 
transportation 

Look at ease of 
travel in and out of 

Buffalo

Feel good that 
Buffalo is close to 
cities I've always 

wanted to see

Learn that Buffalo 
has no traffic

Learn that there are 
many things to do 

within a small 
distance

VOICES

links to auth. & 
relevant Buffalo 

sites

the best things 
about Buffalo

maps & 
directions

See If My Family 
Likes Buffalo

See if my family 
likes Buffalo

image galleries & 
virtual tour

schedule a tour 
widget

links to auth. & 
relevant Buffalo 

sites

the best things 
about Buffalo

Talk To Others 
About Buffalo

Talk to people who 
live in the Buffalo 

area

Find that Buffalo 
draws people to 
come back or to 

stay for a long time

Validate my sense 
by talking people 
who live in Buffalo

Feel good about 
not finding red flags

VOICES

links to auth. & 
relevant Buffalo 

sites

the best things 
about Buffalo

online local 
communities

share your story 
widget

share your 
experience 

widget

M3

M2 M3

M2 M3

M1 M3

M1 M3

P1

M3

M3

UB's culture of 
volunteering/

being active in 
the community

cultural & quality 
of life impact

volunteer 
opportunities in 
the community 
(how we are so 
much a fabric of 
the community)

airport ranking 
promotion (fourth 

lowest fares)

transportation 
info



Decide If Buffalo Really Fits Me
(continued)
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Find Good Neighborhoods and 
Schools

Look for 
neighborhoods with 

good schools

Talk to my mentor 
about the schools 

in Buffalo

Look for 
neighborhoods 

outside of the snow 
belt

Look for distinct 
neighborhoods

online local 
communities

schedule a 
realtor widget

the best things 
about Buffalo

VOICES

relocation info & 
resources

links to auth. & 
relevant Buffalo 

sites

info on 
neighborhoods

M3

Look at What Buffalo Has to Offer

Like the idea of 
living by water

Feel excited about 
outdoor activities

Appreciate Buffalo's 
sports and 

recreation venues

Appreciate Buffalo's 
cultural scene, 

diversity, and range 
of experience

Appreciate Buffalo's 
commitment to the 

environment

Appreciate Buffalo's 
shopping scene

Appreciate Buffalo's 
culinary options

share your story 
widget

share your 
experience 

widget

sign up for info 
widget

info on 
neighborhoods

VOICES

UB's economic 
impact

 BFLO 
experience

maps & 
directions

links to auth. & 
relevant Buffalo 

sites

online local 
communities

calendar of 
events

online local pubs

the best things 
about Buffalo

info on 
affordability of 

healthcare, 
regional 
hospitals partnerships 

opps



Weigh My 
Alternatives And 

Possibilities

Fear damaging my 
reputation if I string 

a potential org 
along

Share my offer with 
other potential orgs

Decide between 
similar schools

Struggle with not 
going to another 
place to continue 

my training

Decide it's better 
for me to get a 

variety of 
experiences

Decide I'm not 
giving much up by 

staying here

Think my decision 
comes down to how 

much I trust the 
presentation

Feel Tempted To 
Accept An Offer 
To Be Done With 

This Process

Feel tempted to 
accept an offer to 
be done with this 

process

Decide Not To 
Pursue Other 
Opportunities

Decide not to 
pursue other opps

Get affirmation that 
it's a good decision 
not to pursue other 

opps

Tell undecided orgs 
that I've chosen 
another place

Come To A 
Tentative 
Decision

Come to verbal 
agreement

Accept tentatively

Feel sure I'll stick 
with my decision 
because of the 
other plans I've 

made

Delay final decision 
to hold out for 
better offers

Negotiate My 
Title And Salary

Realize that people 
will treat me 

differently based on 
my status

Negotiate for a title 
and salary

Turn Down An 
Offer In Hopes 

Of Getting 
Better Ones

Turn down offer 
based on advice 
from my advisors 

and partner

Decide That UB Is The Best Fit 
For Me

Decide UB is the 
best fit for me

Decide to stay at 
UB because of my 

prior, good 
experience here

Choose UB based 
on my background 
and what I know of 

the place

Choose UB 
because my friends 

and family are 
around here

Choose UB in part 
because I've 

already got friends 
here

Choose UB 
because it's best 

financially

Choose UB 
because it has a 
program other 

regional schools 
don't have

Choose UB 
because of the 

promise of 
graduating on time

Choose UB 
because of the 

opps it provides me

Choose UB 
because it has the 

facilities and 
infrastructure I 

need

Choose UB 
because it has the 

programs and 
curricula I need

Take A Position I 
Don't Want To 
Get Into The 
Organization

Take a position I 
don't want in order 

to work for a 
specific org

Think It's Easier 
To Retain UB 

Residents 
Because 

They've Learned 
To Like Buffalo

Think it's easier to 
retain UB residents 

because they've 
learned to like 

Buffalo 

Justify My 
Decision By 

Doing Follow-
Up Research

Justify my decision 
by doing follow-up 
research on the 

place

Make My Decision
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M2 M3

M3

M2 M3

P1

M1 M2 M3

M3

M3

M1 M2 M3 P2

P1

M3 M3

logistics (where 
can I…) – daily 

life info

links to retail 
information



Feel Excited 
About It

Feel excited about 
it

Feel good about my 
independence

Look forward to 
being close to 

family and friends

Look forward to 
being with people I 

know

Look forward to 
continuing to teach

Feel lucky that UB 
offers both good 
researchers and 
the data I need

Feel excited about 
UB's good research 

and collaboration 
environment

Feel relieved at 
working with a 

supportive team

Look Forward 
To Being In 

Buffalo

Look forward to 
being involved in 

community 
programs 

Feel good about 
the legislative 

strides Buffalo is 
making

Feel I can do a lot 
of professional and 
community work in 

Buffalo

Feel secure that I'll 
be safe in Buffalo

Feel excited by 
Buffalo's size and 
name recognition

Feel excited about 
Buffalo's vibe

Feel Confident 
In My Ability To 

Succeed

Feel comfortable 
and confident 

because I know 
what to expect

Feel that parts of 
the program will be 

easy for me

Feel confident I'll 
get through 

challenging times 
by focusing on 

positive aspects

Feel confident I can 
prepare at a high 
academic level

Think that I can do 
a fairly good job 

because of all I've 
learned

See Opportunity 
As Temporary, 
For Training

See opp as 
advanced training 
and seasoning in 

prep for future work

Feel fine working 
hard to get a good 
recommendation 

and job

Look forward to 
moving on to a 

more independent, 
higher-salary 

position

Look forward to 
gaining expertise in 
prep for a lab of my 

own

Move Forward
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online local 
communities

Get Ready For 
My New 

Opportunity

Feel worried about 
some aspects

Believe I'll become 
wiser by meeting 

people with 
different 

backgrounds

Prepare for my new 
opp

M1

M1 M2 M3

P1

M1

P1

M1 M2 M3

M3

link to career 
services/advising



Manage My 
Emotions By 

Looking At How 
Others Are 

Doing

Feel reassured 
realizing I don't 

hear about when 
other people get 

rejected

Avoid boasting 
when I get my first 
acceptance letter

Feel envious when 
I hear about other 
kids getting into 

ivys

Wait And Worry

Think it will be 
tough for me to stay 

in Buffalo

Feel anxious about 
where I'll end up

Feel positive and 
optimistic that I'll be 
able to find a job I 

want

Distract Myself 
While Waiting

Avoid wasting time

Get inspiration from 
my volunteer work

Handle my other 
responsibilities

Avoid worrying 
about what I can't 

control

Manage My 
Experience

Try not to linger too 
much on how I did

Feel peace of mind 
once I'm accepted 
by at least one org

Feel rejected about 
not getting into my 

first choice

Feel secure about 
my job opp

Feel Support

Feel badly that I 
can't ask my 

parents for advice 

Feel grateful my 
parents are 

supporting me

Manage My Life In The Meantime
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M1 M2 M2 M3

P1 P2

M2 M3 M1 M2 M3

P1 P2



Look For 
Faculty Who 

Will 
Complement 
Our Existing 
Environment

Look for faculty 
who will 

complement the 
people already here

Look for faculty 
who will 

complement the 
work we're already 

doing

Find that interdept 
recruiting allows us 
to hire faculty who'll 
help build strengths 

in several areas

Balance our 
strategic/scientific 
needs with what's 
most practical in a 

new hire

Recognize how 
someone does is 

dependent on how 
well they fit our 

environment

Find that my dept 
faculty like to 

interact with faculty 
outside our dept

Look For 
Faculty Who 
Will Expand 

Their Research 
And Ours

Look for someone 
who will be 

generous with their 
ideas and credit

Look for someone 
whose experience 
and future plans fit 

our efforts

Think that assistant 
professors need to 
establish their own 

niche

Look for someone 
whose research is 

original but 
plausible

Look for someone 
whose work will 

differentiate them

Look For 
Faculty Who 

Will Help Secure 
More Funding

Look for someone 
who will strengthen 
the proposals we 

send out

Look for someone 
whose work will be 

fundable

Look For 
Faculty With 

The Best 
Credentials

Pay attention to 
applicants' school 

and advisor's 
reputation

Give more attention 
to candidates with 
more publications 
and experience

Think that trusted 
recommenders can 

have a big 
influence in this 

process

Understand that 
some qualities I'm 

looking for are hard 
to judge on paper

Realize that 
research ideas 

seem cleverer to 
people further from 

that field

Coordinate The 
Search To 

Ensure 
Collaboration 
Opportunities

Think that the best 
hires will be people 

who can 
collaborate outside 

their dept

Coordinate the 
search to ensure 

collaboration 
opportunities 
among depts

Recruit Prospective Faculty
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links to HR tools 
and info

links to HR tools 
and info

links to HR tools 
and info

links to HR tools 
and info

links to HR tools 
and info

M3

M3

M3

M3

M3



Develop Collaborative Projects
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Watch Trends In 
Funding For 

Projects

Think that my 
discipline has 

become broader 
over time

Think collaborative 
projects allow me to 

pursue more 
funding opps

Think funding 
organizations are 
starting to fund 
more holistic 

projects

research news

news subscribe 
widget

M3

Attend 
Conferences To 
Find Potential 
Collaborators

Believe that 
interdisciplinary 

conferences make 
it easier to talk to 

people

Think 
interdisciplinary 

conference lead to 
additional 

collaborations

Think that these 
forums provide self-
selection for people 

around particular 
issues

Find opps for 
synergy through 
national orgs and 

conferences

Try to attend as 
many conferences 
as possible each 

year

Create networks 
through 

conferences

Get ideas that 
overlap with 

someone else's 
work when I hear 
their presentation

Get to know peers 
by answering 

questions about my 
presentation

faculty 
conference 
schedule

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

research news

M3 Understand The 
Barriers To 

Collaboration

Think that 
differences in rank 

make 
collaborations more 

difficult

Decide not to 
contact more highly 
ranked professors 

since they're further 
along than I am

Think that younger 
faculty are more 

open to trying new 
directions

Think that faculty 
are open to other 
disciplines only 
after they get 

tenure

Think assistant 
professors have a 

tougher time finding 
and creating 

collaborative teams

Think my discipline 
has a bias against 

other modes of 
research

Think we have 
trouble explaining 

our research 
outside our 
discipline

M3

Keep My 
Relationships 

Strong So I 
Don't 

Jeopardize 
Future 

Opportunities

Avoid ruining any 
relationship so I 
don't jeopardize 

collaboration 
opportunities

Realize others will 
find out if I tarnish 

my relationship with 
a senior member in 

my field

M3

Decide How 
This 

Collaboration 
Will Serve Me

Think that my work 
would be available 
to a lot of people

Realize people tend 
to approach me 

because they think 
my research will be 

useful to them

Look at the 
deliverable of the 
project to see how 
collaboration will 

serve me

Collaborate with 
other professors to 

get up to the full 
professor level

collaboration 
match widget

online researcher 
network

M3

Build a Strong 
Research 

Project Team

See how far along 
potential 

collaborators are in 
their research

Think we need a 
team with 

significant variation 
in expertise to 

tackle the project

Think the project 
will be good 

because the project 
lead is responsible 

and serious

Feel comfortable 
with other potential 
teammates based 
on success of the 

last project

collaboration 
match widget

online researcher 
network

M3

Feel Frustrated 
In Establishing 

My Area of 
Research

Feel frustrated 
about how hard it is 
to establish an area 

of research

collaboration 
match widget

online researcher 
network

M3

Make The 
Collaboration 

Work

Understand the 
need to work with 

the perspectives of 
people in the 
collaboration

Think collaboration 
works because 

we're invested in 
making it work

Think that people 
make collaboration 
work because we're 

committed to our 
success

Believe my 
collaborators 

exemplify qualities 
of good 

collaborators

M3
End A 

Collaborative 
Relationship 

that Isn't 
Working

End a collaborative 
relationship that 

isn't working

Pull away from 
projects if they 

cease to be 
interesting to a 
number of us

M3Look For 
Research 

Collaborators In 
Social Settings

Think I can find 
potential 

collaborators even 
in social settings

topic & academic 
online 

communities

M3

 “Internet café” – 
meet up with 
collaborators

news of social 
events/dates 

(like beakers and 
beers)

Find The Right Collaborative Fit

Think 
collaborations work 

out when both 
people feel they're 

benefitting

Look for 
collaborators with 
capabilities I don't 

have

Think that 
collaboration 

success is partly 
based on matching 

personalities

Look for 
collaborators who'll 

truly be 
collaborative

Look for people 
who are flexible 
and open in their 

inquiry

Feel that dept and 
senior-level support 

facilitates 
collaborations

comprehensive 
bio/expertise 

widget

VOICES

UB'a culture of 
collaboration

collaboration 
match widget

online researcher 
network

accomplishments

M3

feedback tool for 
collaborators 

(e.g. 1-5 stars)

If you like this 
researcher’s 

work, you might 
also be 

interested in ... 
(like) research

collaborative 
recs based on 

what I’m looking 
for (like amazon. 

com)


